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ABSTRACT
This paper is concerned with the comparison of the dialects of Brahmanbaria and Sylhet
investigating their linguistics features. To draw the comparison, I have used two types of
questions which include selected sets of words and sentences. Particularly, this study tries to
assess the similarities and dissimilarities of the selected dialects of two regions keeping the
standard form of language in view so that the unfamiliar pronunciation, vocabulary and syntax of
the studied dialects can be made familiar to those who are not using such dialects. The study also
focuses on the conditions on which the original form of particular dialect depends. Moreover,
this paper tries to investigate the causes of the dialectal variations of two regions to some extent.
Here, this is to be mentioned that this study is a very little attempt to cover the vast areas of
dialects of these two mentioned districts.
1Chapter 1
Introduction
Language has been getting used as a way of communication for thousands of years. Language
has obvious significance in building society and developing its culture. A language has a lot of
dialects. Variety of dialects can be discovered in the same country and community. Every
language has more than one dialect. Pronunciation, syntactical delivery, and vocabulary of those
dialects vary on the basis of geographical boundary, literacy or illiteracy, gender, age, social
position, and economic status.
Janet Holmes (2002) states,
Languages... serve social functions. In order to define a language, it is important to look
to its social and political functions, as well as its linguistic features. So a language can be
thought of as a collection of dialects that are usually linguistically similar, used by
different social groups who choose to say that they are speakers of one language which
functions to unite and represent them to other groups (p: 130).
Concerning all these ideas, I have aimed to study dialects of two regions of Bangladesh. There
was an in-depth survey in the country's Sylhet and Brahmanbaria district with selection of rural
areas. The survey of this research paper has been done by collecting dialects some specific areas
of Brahmanbaria and Sylhet on the basis of some selected words and sentences.
21.1 Background of the Study
Facts of lexical and syntactical variations are parts of dialectology. Dialects are some of the most
interesting researches in linguistic domain.
Regional dialect of any language may appear differently. It is caused by geographical condition
of the places. When geographical features imply to the dialect, it is called regional dialect. In
Sylhet and Brahmanbaria, there are so many word varieties in describing or speaking of
something. The variety also takes place while pronouncing dialects of both the areas. The
vocabulary has both similarity and dissimilarity. But the accents seem to be almost different
from each other which at the time of listening to these dialect. Accent of Brahmanbaria was
influenced by its neighbouring areas like Kishoreganj District and Narsingdi District. Nur-E-
Islam/Selu Basit (2008) stated that accent of Sylhet was influenced by the language of Assam
(p:3 1). This type of factors inspired me to study Brahmanbarian and Sylheti dialects.
1.2 Scope of the Study
The study focused on dialectal variation. This study analized different linguisrics features of
Bengali language in relation to its Sylheti and Brahmanbarian dialects. It also described the
reasons which are responsible for the variations.
1.3 Research data
For doing a comparative research based on two dialects, I have selected words regarding 10
different categories and sentences regarding their particular types and patterns. The data have
been added afterward.
31.4 Aims of the Research
Based on the research data, this research was aimed to find out similarities and dissimilarities
connecting the dialects of Brahmanbaria and Sylhet districts together through various noticeable
aspects of the dialects of these two regions.
1.5 Significance of the Study
Languages always vary from each other on the basis of their geographical identity and people's
treatment towards it on the basis of their education or social status or age. The term `regional
dialect' has got extraordinary significance in this research as the survey was done in two
different region or areas.
Wardhaugh (2002) has said,
As you travel throughout a wide geographical area in which language is spoken in that
area for many hundreds of years, you are almost certain to notice different pronunciation,
in the choices and forms of words, and syntax. There may even be very distinctive
colorings in the language which you notice as you move from one location to another.
Such distinctive varieties are usually called regional dialects of the language (p:41).
Standing on the point of variations, this study is hoped to add deep understanding about dialect,
especially the Brahmanbarian and Sylheti dialects and their comparison regarding pronunciation,
vocabulary, morphology, and syntax.
1.6 Research Methodology
The research method employed for this study was the qualitative research method with structured
interview that includes:
4(a) Collection of the dialects of Brahmanbaria and Sylhet from rural areas with the help of
the standard form of Bengali language.
(b) Transcription of the dialectal data with phonetic alphabet discovered and recognised in
Bengali language.
1.6.1 Data Analysis
The data of this research were analyzed manually.
1.7 Clarification of the terms
Terms like `Syiheti' and `Brahmanbarian' were used to supply two meanings together.
Sometimes, the words Syiheti and Brahmanbarian have been used to mean the dialects of Sylhet
and Brahmanbaria. On the other hand, they sometimes intended to mean people of Sylhet and
Brahmanbaria. The word `Bengali' indicates the language of Bangladesh.
1.8 Organization of the Paper
The research paper has been designed into five chapters. Chapter I is introductory phase. It
discusses an introduction to the subject matter, including: background of the study, limitation of
the study, research data, aims of the study, significance of the study, research methods and
research procedures, clarification of key terms, and organization of the paper.
Chapter II is the Literature Review. It presents the theoretical framework of the topic that was
chosen for the study.
5Chapter III is the Research Methodology. It explains the methodology chosen to conduct the
whole study and how the research was conducted.
Chapter IV is Data Presentation and Discussion. This phase is the heart of this paper. It
elucidates the data with complete analysis and discussion of the whole research.
Chapter V is Conclusion and further research. It conveys the ending speeches of this research
paper. It also gives some ideas for doing research with various new topics in future.
6Chapter 2
A Review of Literature
This chapter reviews the theory and previous researches related to the present study. The chapter
discusses on the theoretical overview of dialect and dialectology and presents the lists of the
researchers who have contributed in enriching the dialectology of Bangladesh. More importantly,
it includes some discussion on the research on the dialects of Sylhet as this research is related to
these two dialects.
If we observe some researchers' book, we find many researchers have worked on dialectology
and they have significant contribution in inspiring the filed of dialectal research in Bnagladesh.
In the book Language and Literature which was published by Asiatic Society of Bangladesn in
2007 and edited by Abul Kalam Manzur Morshed, discussions on variety of dialects of
Bangladesh have been included. For example, chapter 11 of the same book contains a discussion
by Talukder Anisul Islam on the dialect of Faridpur; Shah Kama] Bhuiyan has worked with the
dialect of Noakhali in chapter 14; Moniruzzaman has worked with the dialect of Chittagong in
chapter 15; dialect of Barishal has been discussed by Noor Mohammad Mollick in chapter 13;
Dialect of Sylhet has been discussed by Abdur Rahim and Mohammad Ashaduzzaman. Although
the book does not contain any individual discussion on the dialect of Brahmanbaria,
Shantiranjan Bhowmik's Dialect of Comilla in chapter 12 may help the present research in
respect to its Brahmanbarian dialect. Moniruzzaman (1994) has discussed the history behind the
dialect of Sylhet and he argued that it is relevant to know the ancient history of Sylhet (p:325).
72.1 Dialect
A language always has a standard variety and hundreds of regional varieties. Regional varieties
are those which are changed and developed in course of time, place, and socio-economic factors.
These regional varieties are called dialects of a language.
2.1.1 Definition of Dialect
Longman Dictionary of Applied Linguistics (1985) calls dialect a variety of language, spoken in
one part of a country, or by people belonging to a particular social class which is different in
some words, grammar, and pronunciation from other form the same language. A dialect is often
associated with a particular accent too (p:80).
According to the word of linguistics, dialects means the assortment of features (such as
phonetics, phonological, morphological, syntactic, and semantic) that make one group of speaker
remarkably different from another group of speaker of the same language.
"A dialect is a substandard, low status, and often rustic form of language, generally
associated with the peasantry, the working class, or other groups lacking in prestige".
(Chambers and Trudgill, 2002, p: 1).
They also consider `dialect' as a term which is frequently applied to forms of language. Dialect
is particularly spoken in isolated part of world which doesn't have any written form (Chambers
and Trudgill, 2002, p: l ). This can clearly be proved if we analyze dialects of our individual
country. For example, Bengali language has many dialects (such as, Dhakaiya dialect,
Nowakhali dialect, Barisal dialect, Sylheti dialect, Chittagonian dialect and so on) which don't
8have any written form. These were shaped day by day, in course of time for various reasons
which we will discuss afterwards.
Wardhough (2002) states that every spoken language has distinctive varieties such as
pronunciation, word choice, and syntax in describing dialect or language variation (p:41).
Holmes (2001) utters that people frequently use a language with a view to signaling their
membership of particular groups. People's social and economical status, age, gender, ethnicity or
tradition and the sort of social networks they belong to come with a measurement of identity in
many communities (p:123).
Language has long been used as a tool for categorizing, degrading, and oppressing groups of
people. The situation in Bangladesh today is no different. Language is also routinely used to
relegate certain ethnic minority groups to the lower social statuses. Speaking a non-standard
dialect is a convenient criterion with which the governing majority keeps minorities out of
positions of influence.
2.1.2 Variations of Dialects
Every person in the world has his or her own unique way of speaking. Patterns, however, can be
found within the same language of a country, culture, state, city, or even a neighborhood. These
vocal patterns can be noted as a person's accent. An accent along with the slang and unique
vernacular of a region creates a dialect. For instance, in Bangladesh , /pani/ is a word of standard
Bengali language which means `water'. In Nowakhali, a district in Chittagong division, the
pronunciation of /pani/ is /hani/ and in Brahmanbaria, another district in Chittagong, its
9pronunciation is /fani/. But people of the same areas utter the form of standard Bengali if they
belong to educated class in society.
English language is uttered comparatively with high speed than Chainese, Spanish, Urdu,
French, and Bengali and so on . But people , who don 't belong to the English language , utter the
language comparatively with low speed since they are not habituated to use the language every
now-and-then . For example , the sentence "what are you doing ? " is uttered the same way as it
appears in the written form what are you doing by non-native speakers . Native speakers always
maintain the speed (knowingly or unknowingly) in the way like "woteryoudoin " /ntn(r)judUi1q/.
These issues are same in case of Bengali dialects . Sound changes are the changes of some
specific sounds that vary within one's language. Such as, in the word very /v/ is a fricative sound
and the place of articulation is labio-dental where one's upper teeth touch the lower lip. Most of
the Bangladeshi people pronounce the word like /bheri/. Here /bha/ is an aspirated sound in
Bengali language and the place of its articulation is bilabial where two lips touch each other. It
has been happening for hundreds of years that people's native speeches always influence the
second or foreign language . In my experience , these are usually the first thing one notice when
conversing with a person from a different dialect . Change of sound or accent may make a word
sound like a completely different word from another dialect. For example, as mentioned before
that `pani' is uttered as `fani' in Brahman Baria, people who don 't know the word ` fani' will
accept it as `funny ' with a new accent.
2.1.2.1 Regional and Social Variation
Variations of dialects are regional and social. In an internet review of Banglapedia: National
Encyclopedia of Bangladesh which was edited by Sirajul Islam it is mentioned that Dialect is a
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regional or social variety of language that has been differentiated from other varieties of the
same language because of different phonology, grammar, and vocabulary. Dialects are restricted
to a geographical or socio-cultural area whereas the standard variety is used throughout the
country, both in spoken and in written forms. Dialects usually intend to be uttered like or to
coexist alongside the standard variety. It is frequently considered to be inferior to it. See also the
bibliography for further information.
Wardhough (2002) thinks that Language has different varieties throughout a wide geographical
area. It is noticeable (if someone wanders from place to place) that the same language has some
sorts of differences in pronunciation, in the choices and forms of words, and in syntax.
Generally, such distinctions are called regional dialect of the language (p:41). Similarly,
Chambers and Trudgill (2002, p:5) state that linguistic differences in dialects spoken by people
in rural areas are observed if travelled from village to village.
On the other hand, factors like occupation, place of residence, education, `new' versus `old'
money, earnings, racial or tribal origin, caste, religion, and cultural background appear to be
directly related to the matter how people do speak. Social dialects originate among social groups
and these are closely related to the above mentioned factors whereas regional dialects are shaped
on the basis of geography (Wardhough, 2002, p:46).
2.2 Dialectology
In general, dialectology is the study of dialect and dialects (Chambers and Trudgill, 2002, p: I).
Longman Dictionary of Applied Linguistics (1987) mentions that dialectology studies the
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regional variations of a language. It also says that dialectology includes the studies which usually
have concentrated on words used in various dialects for the same object and on different
pronunciations of the same word in different dialects (p: 80-81).
2.3 Geographical Location : Brahmanbaria and Sylhet districts
In Bangladesh, Brahmanbaria is a district which is a part of Chittagong division whereas the
district Sylhet is a part of Sylhet division.
The districts are shown in a map below.
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Figure 2.3 Map of Bangladesh (Moniruzzaman, 1994, Upobhasha Chorchyar Bhumika)
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2.3.1 Geography of Brahmanbaria
In the book number 2 of the English version of Banglapedia: National Encyclopedia of
Bangladesh (2003), there is a geographical discussion of Brahmanbaria district. Brahmanbaria
district is located at the east-central region of Bangladesh. It has a total area of 1927.11 sq km.
Brahmanbaria is bounded by Kishoreganj District and Habiganj District on the north, Comilla
District on the south, Habiganj District and Tripura State, India on the east and Meghna River,
Kishoreganj District, Narsingdi District and Narayanganj District on the west. (p:270)
B'anchharampur
Figure 2.4 Map of Brahmanbaria District (source: National Web Portal of Bangladesh)
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2.3.2 Geography of Sylhet
In the book number 9 of the English version of Banglapedia: National Encyclopedia of
Bangladesh (2003), there is a geographical discussion of the Sylhet District. The Sylhet Sadar
Upazila (Sylhet district) has a total area of 517.43 sq km. the district os bounded by
Companiganj, Gowainghat, and Jaintiapur upazilas on the north, Balaganj and Fenchuganj
upazilas on the south, Jaintiapur and Golabganj upazilas on the east, Chhatak andBishwanath
upazilas on the west. Two main rivers around Sylhet district are Surma and Kushiyara (p:507)
Figure 2.5 Map of Sylhet district (source: National Web Portal of Bangladesh)
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2.4 Dialect of Brahmanbaria and Sylhet
Geography takes a big part in distinguishing and distributing language and dialect with variation
in a country. There is a large distinction between dialects of Brahmanbaria and Sylhet in relation
to their pronunciation and syntax. Most of the time Sylheti dialect is considered to be a different
language since it was developed by the Nagree script. S. M. Golam Kadir in his book Sylheti
Nagree Lipi that was first published in 1999 stated that Sylheti Nagree is a wonderful part of
Bengali literature. Sylheti Nagree script was changed in some specific areas to convey the
lifestyle and status of people (p.103-104). One most prominent and noticeable matter in Sylheti
dialect is its frequent use of the /kh/ sound which is a verbal fricative. Sylhet area has a local
vernacular like Sylheti while the official language is Bengali. It is noted in Nur-E-Islam Selu
Basit (2008)'s book Syiheter Upobhasha that Sylheti culture was influenced by Muslim
perception as some `Sufi' Muslim figures were buried in Sylhet. Hazrat Shah Jalal who had
come from Turkey in fourteenth century, always has a great influence in people's mind and
control over Sylheti culture. After he was buried, a Mazar has been established in Jalalabad,
Sylhet. Amitabh Chowdhury (cited in Nue-E-Islam Selu Basit, 2008, p:29, 30) states that a lot of
aristocratic Muslim families had come in Sylhet from Saudi Arabia, Yemen, Iran, Afghanistan,
Lahore, Multan, Delhi to Sylhet with a view to living over there as followers of Hazrat Shah
Jalal. Moniruzzaman (1994) has mentioned that Sylhet was once ruled by Afgan and as a result
of Afgan rule; the impact of Afgan customs on the culture, lifestyle and custom of Sylhet was
very much evident (p:328).
People of Brahmanbaria use dialect that has similarity with the dialects of its neighbouring areas
(as shown in the map) such as Narsingdi, Kishoreganj, and Habiganj. Hindu culture has a great
influence in Brahmanbaria. Some parts of the district are populated mostly with Hindu people
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and generally religion and culture always have an effect on each other. Innumerable numbers of
temples are found in Brahmanbaria's town area.
2.5 Linguistics
Working on linguistics is an essential term for this research because my concern for this research
goes for linguistic comparison.
Linguistics is the scientific study of language. The word linguistics comes from Latin words
lingua (tongue) and istics (knowledge of science). Etymologically, linguistics, therefore studies
the science of language. It is required to mention here that linguistics is not the study of any
particular language like English, Italian, or Spanish, rather the study of human language in
general which attempts to describe and analyze language (Dr. R. L. Varshney, An Introductory
Text Book of Linguistics and Phonetics, Eighth Edition, p:11).
2.5.1 Comparative Linguistics
Comparative linguistics is one of the sub-divisions of linguistics which is concerned with
comparing two or more different languages from one or more points of view. It is assumed to
have begun in 1786. Comparative Philology was its old name. This comparison usually takes
place between languages those are genetically related and are formed from some common
sources. Thus comparative linguistics traces the evaluation of languages and establishes
relationship between them (Dr. R. L. Varshney, An Introductory Text Book of Linguistics and
Phonetics, Eighth Edition, p.24-25).
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2.5.2 Language Documentation
Himmelmann (2006:1) defines language Documentation as "s field of linguistics inquiry and
practice of its own right which is concerned with the compliation and preservation of linguistics
primary data and interfaces between primary data and various types of analysis based on these
data" (Cited in Lenore A. Grenoble & N. Louanna Furbee, 2010, p: 4). Himmelmann (2006:1)
also defines language documentation is "a lasting, multipurpose record of a language (Cited in
Lenore A. Grenoble & N. Louanna Furbee, 2010, p: 4). According to Jane H. Hill (2006),
"Documentary linguistics takes up a vision of the integration of the study of language structure,
language use, and the culture of language", (p.113).
"Language documentation acquires language data from many context in the best, most
transferable, and most durable formats" (N. Louanna Furbee, 2010, p.3)
Woodbury (3003, p.40) writes "data itself isn't independently theorized" (cited in Lenore A.
Grenoble, 2010). Typically the definition of language documentation is a systematically recorded
representation of both written and spoken form of a language in socio-cultural contexts of the
language itself (Austin, 2006, 2007; Himmenmann, 1998; Woodbury, 2003. Cited in, Lenore A.
Grenoble, 2010).
The aspects discussed in this chapter provide researchers a guideline to deal with language data.
The provided literature in this field will be used in collecting and analyzing data.
The next chapter discusses the methodologies applied for collecting and analyzing data of the
present research.
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Chapter 3
Research design
Following the particular methods and techniques is the first job of a researcher to deal a grand
research. And, this section discusses on the methodologies that were implemented for conducting
the research. With a view to serving the purposes of the study of two different dialects of
Bangladesh, I have found the qualitative research more significant than the quantitative one
because "quantitative researchers follow a `meaning in the general' strategy, whereas qualitative
researchers concentrate on an in-depth understanding of the `meaning in the particular' (Dornyei,
2007, p:27). Therefore, to grasp the idea of the dialects in general, two sets of question paper
were used for investigation of this research. The questions of the research and their exploitation,
sampling along with the whole process have been discussed in detail in the study of
methodology.
3.1 Guideline for a Successful Research
Dornyei talks about some characteristics of a good researcher. With a view to being able to
produce an excellent research results, one does not necessarily have to be old or overly seasoned
(Dornyei, 2007, p:17).
Dornyei also discusses four fundamental features of a researcher that helps a researcher to
achieve excellence.
The features are shown briefly below:
1) The primary characteristic of good researchers is that they have a genuine and strong
curiosity about their topic. Good researchers are always after something that they find
19
intriguing or puzzling or about which they have a `hunch' that is called `hypothesis' in
research terms.
2) According to Dornyei, the second important characteristic of a good research is common
sense. He states that when we become closely involved in pursuing an activity, it is all
too easy to lose touch with reality and abandon one's clarity of purpose, to become biased
and gradually to astray. Dornyei says,
"Applied linguists are by definition engaged with the real world and I have found
the best researcher in the field tend to be very normal people. They have a high
level of common sense that helps to keep their feet firmly on the ground" (p:17).
3) Thirdly, having good ideas is a sign of a good researcher. This may lead a researcher to
be creative rather than a follower of sophisticated research design or complex analysis.
4) Finally, a good researcher needs to be disciplined and responsible as it is related to the
systematic nature of research. During the era of an investigation there are habitual
temptations to cut corners, to leave out required and vital steps and to draw conclusion
that are not fully supported by data. It is the researcher's discipline which keeps him/her
on the right track, and the lack of discipline and consistency is one of the most frequent
sources of inadequate research (Domyei, 2007, p: 17).
3.2 Methods of Data Collection
The research methodology used for this study was qualitative method with structured interview
which includes two sets of question paper. I had to collect the data by using two sets of
predetermined question paper where each question paper consists of 10 tables.
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In structured interview, a researcher has to follow a pre-prepared, elaborate `interview
schedule/guide', which contains a list of questiona that is to be covered closely with every
interviewee (Dornyei, 2007, p:135). Dornyei (2007) also finds that in such tightly contoled
interviews really ensure that the interviewees or the participants are concerned with and focus on
the target topic area and such type of interviews always cover a well-defined domain which
makes the answers comparable across various participants. But, as the interviewer is to record
the responses, there is a little chance for discovering variation. (p: 135).
3.2.1 Brief Historical Overview of Qualitative Research
According to Dornyei (2007), qualitative-like method was first introduced into sociology at the
end of the first decade of the twentieth century throughout some research of Chicago School in
order to study human group life. Even, some seminal qualitative studies were introduces by
renowned scholars like Boas and Malinowski during the first third of the twentieth century while
defining the outline of fieldwork method (p:36). Dornyei also said that works of the middle of
the twentieth century was dominated more by quantitative research (p:36).
According to Lazaraton (2005), in applied linguistics the period between 1970 to1985 has found
a remarkable increase of quantitative research pieces which were spread to people through
publication of some texts regarding research methods in 1980s (cited in Dornyei, 2007, p.31).
But, though qualitative studies are not being published frequently, the impact of qualitative
research in applied linguistics has been profound over the past three decades (Dornyei, 2007,
p:37).
Lazaraton (2005), has also highlighted an appreciable change that took place in research
orientation in applied linguistics: while in the 1980s there was an `unquestioned reliance' quasi-
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experimental studies, the past 15 years have brought along a broader, multidisciplinary
perspective on research methodology, with an increasing number of alternative, often
qualitative, designs employed (cited in Dornyei, 2007, p.32).
Dornyei (2007) lastly utters in the historical overview section of qualitative research,
"....we find qualitative studies focusing on topics across the whole research spectrum,
even including core quantitative areas such as language testing, and several key areas of
applied linguistics (for example, the study of gender, race, ethnicity, and indentity) are
being driven by qualitative research (p:37).
3.2.2 Strengths and Weaknesses of Qualitative Research
Qualitative research has some strengths and weaknesses. As quoted in Dornyei (2007)'s book, it
has traditionally been founs that qualitative research is an effective way of exploring new,
uncharted areas (Eisenhardt, 1989, cited in Dornyei,2007, p:39). Dornyei (2007) has very
clearly highlighted,
I have found that qualitative research is particularly useful for the purpose of longitudinal
research...., most of the processes studied by applied linguists are dianmic in nature, and
therefore we would need many more longitudinal investigations in the field to explore the
sequential patterns and the changes that occur. Qualitative research offers a good starting
point in this respect (p:40)
Qualitative research allows us not only to accommodate changes on some things those go wrong
while doing research but it also helps us to be enable to capitalize on them and produce exciting
result (Dornyei, 2007, p:40).
After investigating the helpful and encouraging aspects of qualitative, we can see some of its
weaknesses and harmful features. In the field of linguistics research, quantitatively minded
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researchers most frequently offer a criticism against qualitative research which is about the
idiosyncratic nature of the small participant samples that is investigated by most qualitative
studies. The role played by the researcher in analyzing data is another contested issue in
qualitative research (Dornyei, 2007, p:41). Miles and Huberman(1994:10, cited in Dornyei,
2007) utter,
"The strengths of qualitative data rest very centrally on the competence with whoch their
analysis is carried out" (p:41).
Qualitative scholars themselves (for example Eisenhardt 1989) have pointed out that there is a
real danger of building too nawwor theories from individual cases studies as the qualitative
researchers have no real means of assessing which of their results can be given more general
importance and which are simply idiosyncratic to a particular case (Dornyei, 2007, p:42).
Dornyei (2007) claims that one point must be agreed by both qualitative and quantitative
scholars that the process of qualitative data can be time consuming more than quantitative
research (p:42).
3.3 Procedure
As the research was to be conducted with people from rural areas, I had managed to make the
questions by adding sets of words and sentences and collecting two different dialects such as the
dialect of some specific sreas of Brahmanbaria and Sylhet districts (on the basis of standard
Bengali language). Some local people helped me to meet and select the participants. I had
collected the data by visiting the places where the participants live. I went to the villages in the
morning by baby taxi. I had to spend almost 15 to 16 hours to collect the data. The interviews
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took places at participants' home. At the end I had paid 100 taka per head as the participants
belong to lower working class.
3.3.1 Meeting Schedule
After going Brahmanbaria and Sylhet, I had set up the schedule for meeting the participants. I
have met the participants first and then selected the time of investigations. The investigation took
almost 15 to 16 hours to take place.
3.3.2 Briefing and Explanation
Before beginning the interview, I had to explain the nature of the research and the purpose of the
interview to the interviewee i.e. the participants and prepare them to answer any question that he
or she may have as suggested by Nunan (1992, p:152). It involves telling the participants how
the data are to be used. If the data are to be recorded and made available to other people, the
interviewee's permission must be sought (Nunan, 1992, p: 152).
3.3.3 Preparing the Questions
For conducting the interview, I had organized a questionnaire which includes two sets of
question papers. The question papers include words which were categori zed in 10 different types
of daily used vocabularies, and sentence patterns of other 10 types concerning the grammar of
how the dialects are produced with different purposes and with different influences. Conklin
(1959)'s Questionnaire (cited in Abul Kalam Manzur Morshed, 2009, p:183-187) for
dialectology has guided me with a large set of questionnaire to make my questionnaire for
serving the purpose of this dissertation.
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3.4 Participants
Participants are one of the major parts of this research. For this research, I investigated the
questionnaire with 8 participants whereas 5 were male and 3 were female. The entire
participants' age group was 45-50. As I selected some rural areas of this two neighbouring
districts, the participants selected for investigation were illiterate. Most of the participants were
from lower class i.e. the Socio Economic Status (SES) of the participants was relatively low.
3.5 Data Collection
After making some decision, an investigator's next obligation or task is to collect data
(Wardhaugh, 2002, p: 155). Here, I had collected the data for my research through structured
interview that was constructed on the basis of words and sentences. C. R. Kothari (1985) claimed
that the personal interview or the structured interviews involve the use of a set of predetermined
question (p:97). Collection of data was more or less complicated as my participants are from
rural areas and not intellectual enough to help me out at one chance. So I, sometimes, had to use
gestures and many times I had to create situations to get the proper outcome. At the first phase I
collected 20 sentences in order to check the variety of the dialects in detail. But, 20 more
sentences were added to the question number 2 with a view to having effective data for the
current research and data were collected for the second time over phone.
3.5.1 Data Collection Technique
Segment of data collection was done by using several techniques with 8 participants. Four of my
interviewee were from Shahbajpur village of Brahmanbaria districs from its Shorail upazilla, and
other four interviewee were from Gachhbari village of Sylhet district from its Kanaighat upazilla
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which is situated in Sylhet district i.e. Sylhet Shadar (town). I, sometimes, had to create
situations and use gesture for making people answer me with the exact variety.
3.6 Universe of the Study
In any field of investigation, every item represents a `Universe' or `Population'. But when field
studies are undertaken in practical life, considerations of time and cost almost invariably guide to
a selection of respondents i.e., selection of a small amount of items. The respondents selected
should be representative of the total population, and technically they are called a `sample' and
the selection process is called `sampling technique' (Kothari, 1985, p. 55). Kothari (1985, p.58)
also suggested two basic types of sample designs such as 1) deliberate sampling or non-
probability sampling or purposive sampling, 2) random sampling or probability sampling or
chance sampling.
It is admitted that the topic of these dissertation paper requires a large scale of representative
samples to increase the reliability and validity of the study, but due to the shortage of money,
time, and manpower and some other constraints, I had to confine the universe of the study to a
small representative sample. I have used non-probability sampling as it is concerned with
purposive or deliberate selection of particular units of the universe for constituting the samples of
the study. It was so done for the convenience of data collection. According to Kothari (1985),
non-probability sampling is also recognized as purposive sampling or judgmental sampling. In
non-probability sampling, items for the sample are selected deliberately by the researcher and
his/her choice concerning the items remains supreme (p:59).
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3.7 Data Processing
It was unquestionably a valuable experience for me while going through the collected data. After
collecting the data, I had transcribed the words and sentences into IPA (International Phonetics
Alphabet) in relation to their Bengali forms. The major purpose of this research was to find out
the similarities and dissimilarities of pronunciation between the dialects of Brahmanbaria and
Sylhet. I, therefore, also had followed the symbol of Bengali phonetics (see 3.6.1) that includes
vowel, consonant, and diphthong sounds. Books of Rameshshyar Shaw (2009, p.290, 296, 297),
Mohammed Abdul Hai (re-printed in 2006, p:14, 27, 28, 47) and Zinat Imtiaj Ali (2006, p:82,
83, 127) had been found tremendously helpful to work with Bengali phonetics.
3.7.1 Phonetic Symbols of Bengali Language
Bengali language has its own different sounds. On the basis of International Phonetics Alphabet,
different sounds have been identified in Bangla by several authors such as Rameshshyar Shaw
(2009), Zinat Imtiaj Ali (2006), and Mohammed Abdul Hai (re-printed in 2006). Linguists have
identified 7 vowels sounds, 31 diphthongs (whereas 19 of them are regular and the rest 12 are
irregular), and 30 consonant sounds of Bengali language . The vowel sounds those are identified
in Bengali language are as VZ, e- a, T- BT1t, a-alt, D--, o- n, and u- 'v (Zinat Imtiaj Ali, 2006,
p: 127). Regular and irregular diphthongs are described by Mohammed Abdul Hai (re-printed in
2006). He has shown the regular diphthongs such as i-i ^, iu ( ),ei (1z),eo (,w), eu (49),aeo
M,G), wy (q), ai (1), ao (eiT*8), au (1 ), ay ( ), :)o (13), Dy (q4), 0-0 (\S'G), Ui (n), U-U ^,
on ('), of (3 ), and oy ('?t); and the irregular ones such as is (.11), ie (mil), io (Z'3), ea (,M., eo
(a'9), aea (WT?l1), :)a (1T), oa oe ('St31), ue (v .1), ua ( 11),uo (t fl) (p:27-28). On the basis of
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IPA (International Phonetic Alphabet), the consonant sounds those have been recognized in
Bengali language are also shown by Zinat Imtiaj Ali (2006) and these are k- -f, kh- 4, g- 9t, gh-1q,
9- iii, C-b, Ch- V,,
.t"' W, fh- fit, t- V, th- i, d- 1r7, dh- Ti, C: 3, e- 41, c,; TI, 4h- 14, n- -ff, p- It, ph- -*, b--4,
bh- W, m- T, r- 31,1- R, j 'q, s- si, h- 7q, r- ?, O- V (p:127).
3.8 Data Analysis
Brown (2001, cited in Dornyel, 2007) rightly points out that the collection of the data is half the
battle and researcher must address the other halt i.e. the data analysis (p:198). In Seliger and
Shohamy's word,
"Data analysis refers to sifting, organizing, summarizing, and synthesizing the data so as
to arrive at the results conclusions of the research. thus, data analysis becomes the
product of all considerations involved in the design and planning of the research" (Seliger
and Shohamy, 1989, p:201).
3.8.1 Process of Data Analysis
Firstly, I have transcribed all collected data with phonetic sounds of Bengali language such as
vowels, consonants, and diphthongs.
Secondly, I have found out the differences regarding vocabulary and accent of the first 10 tables
which contain word related data.
Thirdly, I have described each table of words in details. I tried to avoid repeatedly recognized
differences.
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Fourthly, I have described the last 10 tables that contain forty sentences with ten different types.
The tables are designed on the basis of sentence grammar in relation to their meaning and
structure. I have described the each table in detail either.
3.8.2 Morphology and Syntax
The knowledge of morphology and syntax helped me to analyze data. The study of smallest
grammatical units is called morphology. Dorfman stated, "morphology is the study of the ways
and methods of grouping sounds into sound-complexes or words, of definite, distinct,
conventional meaning (cited in Varshney, Linguistics and Phonetics, p:129).
On the other hand, the word syntax comes from a Greek word which means `ordering together',
`systematic arrangement', or `putting together'. This is the study of the way through which
words are positioned together with a view to making larger units. In a word, syntax is the study
of building sentence (Varshney, (Dr. R. L. Varshney, An Introductory Text Book of Linguistics
and Phonetics, Eighth Edition, p: 140)
3.8.3 Key Statistical Concepts
A researcher needs to understand the key statistical concepts to be able to decide the right
procedure and interpret results properly (Dornyei, 2007, p:207).
3.9 Writing Report
It is a researcher's job to write a report on what he/she has found after collecting and analyzing
the data. Researcher also needs to consider some significant points in order to write the report.
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In a qualitative research, the matter of writing up the results or findings is characterized by
freedom, diversity, and disagreement than quantitative ones (Domyei, 2007, p:280). Kvale
(1996:259) states,
"An interview report should ideally be able leave upto artistic demands of expression as
well as to the cross-examination of the court room" (cited in Dornyei, 2007, p:290).
3.10 Limitations
Because of time shortage, I could not manage a large number of participants for data collection.
Therefore, the research may be provided with some limitations. I had not recorded the responses
of my participants because of their nervousness for talking before the tape recorder. When I first
tried to record they had become embarrassed and shy. Therefore, I had to collect the data
manually with pen and paper.
To sum up, this chapter discusses the methodology of the study, brief history of quantitative
method, administering the interview and the data analysis procedure. The results from the
participants' questionnaire surveys have been analyzed and presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
Result and Discussion
4.1 Data Analysis
For collecting data on Sylheti dialect, I went to Gachhbari (/gachbari/) village in Kanaighat
upazilla of Sylhet district. On the other hand, data collected on Brahmanbarian dialect are from
Shahbajpur (/f ahbad3Pur/) village in Shorail upazilla in Brahmanbaria distict. The data obtained
from the structured interview are carefully analyzed and I have followed the procedure
qualitative data analysis. The analysis was concerned with comparison of Sylheti dialect and the
dialect of Brahmanbaria in relation to their vocabulary, accent, morphology, and syntax.
4.1.1 Analysis of Words
Question 1 has been constructed with 10 tables maintaining an order from table 1 to table 10. I
have analyzed the collected data regarding question I concerning the variations of vocabulary
and accent. We will see the similarities and dissimilarities of the collected forms of words of
both Brahmanbarian and Sylheti dialects.
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Table 1: Words Regarding Physical Parts of Human Body
English Standard Bengali Brahman Baria Sylheti
1. Hair /sul/ /sul/
2. Forehead /kD fal/ /kh:)fal/
3. Back /fid/ /fid/
4. Chest /buk/ /buk/
5. Tongue f*5 /zibla/ /zibral
6. Head Ali /mat/ /ma , /kh:)lla/
7. Eye cum /sok/ /sok/
8. Chin / uu/ /UO/
9. Wrist /k:)bza/ /kh:)bza/
10. Lip /`ud/ /t hut/
Similarities and Dissimilarities:
word Brahman Baria Sylhet
.r, , cum same pronunciation
M
difference of sound /k/ and /kh/
difference of sound /1/ and /r/
/k 11a/ (more than one variety)
difference of sound k l and /t(
difference of sound /k/ and /kh/
difference of sound /d/ and /t/
Vocabulary and Accent Factors
Variety of vocabulary is one most significant difference found by the observation between the
two types of dialects. The frequently found fact is the use of /kh/ in Sylheti dialect when the
sound /k/ comes initially in a word. The variety was also found in middle position in a word such
as /a:khta/. This is found only in the dialect of Sylhet in its Gachhbari village that people aspirate
the /k/ sound and utters like /kh/. But the sound /k/ remains same while uttered in Brahmanbaria
in its Shahbajpur village. The word `tongue' has different suffixes in these two dialects.
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Participants of Brahmanbaria used suffix /la/ whereas participants of Sylhet used suffix /ra/. For
the word `head', Sylehti dialect has more than one word i.e. /majp/ and /khDlla/. The word
/kh5lla/ is a word hich was converted from the word /kella/ which means `head '. Beside
dissimilarities , we also find some similarities in some words like `hair', `chest ', and `eye' as all
the utterances of all the three words are quite similar.
Table 2: Words Regarding Outfits and Accessories
English Standard Bengali Brahman Baria Sylheti
1. Suit /zama/ /khaf)r/
2. Trousers ''fl 1141 /faizama/ /seluar/
3. Brush /baera / /baeraf/
4. Earrings Irn /kaner zinif/ /khanx/ /cil/
5. Blouse 3ft /baelauz/ /baelauz/
6. Shoe
_
/zu /zu
7. Button C d r /bu /bu /
8. Sock C4lert /muza/ /muza/
9. Ornaments '+1it /zeor/ / una a/
10. Doormat I M14 t /fafuJ/ /fapuf/
Similarities and Dissimilarities:
word Brahmanbaria
am, ,
+r(difference of varieties)
CNIZIN
INN
Sylhet
same pronunciation
difference in words
difference in words
/k/, /zm1J/ /kh/, /(,j l/
difference of sound /m/ and /iU/
difference of sound /f/ and /p/
Vocabulary and Accent Factors
Differences of words and accents have been found in Outfits and Accessories category. Words
like `suit' and `trousers' have different vocabulary such as the words /zama/ & /khafDr/ have
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respectively been found in Shahbajpur and Gachhbari villages for the replacement of the word
` suit ' which is called /jama/, and the words /faizama / and /seluar/ have respectively been found
in Shahbajpur and Gachhbari villages for the replacement of the word /pajama/. Use of
diphthongs is frequent in the selected village of Brahmanbaria as we see that the prefix /pa/ has
become /fai/ in the word /pajama/. Words like /jacchi/, /kkacchi/, /b:)lchi/ are uttered as /zait si/,
/khail#si/, /koisi/. In fact these were also seen in Sylhet as discussed further in relation to the
sentence tables. Different accent for the words like `Button', `Earrings', and `Doormat' are also
noticeable in the table 2. The sound /p/ has become /f/ in Brahmanbarian dialect in the word
/papof/. For the word /dul/ which means earing, Brahmanbarian participants uttered a different
word such as /zinif/. The word /zinif/ has come from the word /jinif/ which belongs to standard
Bengali variety. Words like `blouse', `brush', and `sock' have no dissimilarity rather these are
uttered the same ways in Shahbajpur and Gachhbari. Diphthong like /au/ is present in both the
variety in the word /baelauz/.
Table 3: Words Regarding Furniture and Utensils
English Standard Bengali Brahman Baria Sylheti
1. Spoon /sift/, /samis/ /sif/
2. Knife 10 /sakku/ /suri/ /sakku/
3. Cot 40 /had/ /ski/
4. Bottle C 1 1 /bu l/ /but? I/ / fif i/
5. Hammer /aa/ /a a/
6. Chair CFM /sihar/ /siar/
7. Bed fart /bisna/ /bisna/
8. Jug /z:)g/ /Z:) g/
9.ladder /s:)hDm/ /moi/
10. Net /zal/ /zal/
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Similarities and Dissimilarities:
word Brahmanbaria Sylhet
Ift, Mq'f, fl", ''t, Wt't same pronunciation
morpheme /i/
difference in words
fe use of infix /u/
cum use of infix /h/
A difference in words
Vocabulary and Accent Factors
Use of morpheme has been found in table 3. `Spoon' is called /camoc/ in Bengali. Here we see
that participants of Shahbajpur have uttered the word like /sifi/ whereas Gachhbari participants
have uttered like /sif/. A morpheme /i/ has been found in the word /sift/. In Gachhbari village,
`hammer' is called /a pra/ where we find an infix /tu/ that is absent in the dialect of
Brahmanbaria in its Shahbajpur village. But we find an infix in Brahmanbarian dialect also i.e. in
the word `chair' which is called /sihar/ and /siar/ respectively in Brahmanbarian and Sylheti
dialects. The word /sihar/ has an infix like /ha/ whereas the word has /a/. Here, we see that both
participants of both the areas i.e. Shahbajpur and Gachhbari have tendency to replace the sound
/c/ with the sound /s/. The Bengali word for `ladder' is /moi/ which has a different word in
Brahmanbaria i.e. /s:)hDm/. /s:)h:)m/ is a word that is also used in Narshindi and Kishoregonj. I
have found the following words such `knife', `bottle', `cot', `bed', `jug, and `net' with same
utterance in both the areas i.e. in Shahbajpur and Gachhbari. The word `knife' has a second
variety in Sylhet.
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Table 4: Words Regarding Occupations
English Standard Bengali Brahman Baria Sylheti
1. Farmer /kif:)k/, /muni/ /khae r/ /khamla/
2. Boatman Vf* /mazi/ /nau/ /baura/
3. Guard L)1 1I1 /s:)hicJr/ /sDkhi /
4. Landlord /z:)mi / /zDmicr/ / irDs/
5. Lawyer /uhil/ /ukil/
6. Police /fuli f/ /fuli /
7. Fisherman C^iC+f /gab:)r/ /zalia/, /maim)l/
8. Teacher /maft:)r/ /maft:)r/
9. Student VW /sap/ /sa p/
10. Fair
-10 /bazar/ /bazar/
Similarities and Dissimilarities:
Brahmanbaria Sylhet
same pronunciation
difference in words
difference in words
difference in sound /h/ and /k/
difference in words
Vocabulary and Accent Factors
Though words like `police', `teacher', and `student' have been found same in both Shahbajpur
and Gachhbari areas, variety of vocabulary has been found in table no.4 significantly with other
rest of the words. The very first word of occupation category is `farmer' which is called /krif :)k/
in Bengali. People of Shahbajpur have shown two words such as /kif:)k/ and /muni/ which
directly indicates the meaning of `farmer', but people of Gachhbari have provided me with the
words /khaepr/ /khamla/ which means `worker of land' in that case.. Likewise, if we analyze the
word `boatman', we see Brahmanbaria has a similar word i.e. /mazi/ where / .h/ becomes /z/. On
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the other hand, Sylheti dialect has a different vocabulary with two words i.e. /nau/ /baura/.
Words like /gab:)r/ and /maim:)l/ also seem to be different but they mean the same thing i.e.
`fisherman'. Dialect of Brahmanbaria has always an intention to use the /h/ sound at the place of
/kh/ such as /haisi/ for /khaisi/, /haela/ for /khaela/, /haoa/ for /khaoa/ and so on. In this table we
found such a word i.e. `lawyer' which is called /ukil/ in standard Bengali but /uhil/ in a major
part of Brahmanbaria district. The word remains unchanged in Sylheti dialect. The word
/fomicr/ has got the same variety in both Brahmanbaria and Sylhet as my participants from both
the areas uttered /zDmicjr/ and /zDmidir/. Both Sylheti and Brahmanbarian participants had
tendency to utter the sound /f/ and /z/. Thus, we find some similarities in these two dialects. We
also see in the words `police', `teacher', and `student' all the sounds are quite similar in both the
dialects such as the conversion of the sound /po/ is /fu/ in both Shahbajpur and Gachhbari.
Table 5: Words Regarding Weather and Geographical Condition
English Standard Bengali Brahman Baria Sylheti
1. Summer /g :)rDmer/ /ciin/ /g :)r:)m:)r/ /ciin/
2. West /f7sim/ / :)ccim/
3. Full Moon /funni/ /bDm/ /san/
4. Rainy Day
_A" *Iq_ /baifJa/ /mwg)r/ /ciin/
5. Storm VV /Uifan/ /pifan/
6. Dark Moon W1k'uI /aboi a/ /aoi a/
7. East /fub/ /fub/
8. Wind /batf/ /ba J/
9. Flood X171 /boinna/ / ula/
10. Moon /san/ /san/
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Similarities and Dissimilarities:
'31-N111n
Brahmanbaria Sylhet
same pronunciation
difference in words
difference in words
difference in words
difference in sounds /b/ and /o/
difference in words
Vocabulary and Accent Factors
Most of the time the sound /p/ is uttered as /f/ in Brahmanbarian dialect as discussed in chapter 2.
It happens in Sylheti dialect also such as the word `study' has a Bengali variety i.e. /lekhap:)ra/
which is called /laehaf:)ra/ and /la;khaf:)ra/ respectively in Brahmanbaria and Sylhet. The word
`west' is called /p:)ccim/ in Sylhet which had been found /fDsim/ in Brahmanbaria respectively in
their Gachhbari and Shahbajpur villages. The middle /r/ in the word /purbo/ has been omitted in
both the dialects and the initial /p/ has become /f/. The word `rainy day' is described as /bai f f a/
in Brahmanbaria that has come from the word /bxfa/ whereas /maeg:)r/ /c jn/ in Sylhet that
means `day of rain'. So, here we see that these two words have different backgrounds. The word
`flood' also was described with different vocabularies like /boinna/ and /gula/. But for words
such as `storm', `east', `wind', and `moon' no different variety was found in either of these two
dialects rather these were uttered in quietly similar ways.
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Table 6: Words Regarding Relatives
English Standard Bengali Brahman Baria Sytheti
1. Brother /bai/ /bai/
2. Sister OPT /boin/ /boin/
3. Paternal Uncle
__
bM /kaha/ /sass/
4. Paternal Aunt /kahi/ /sasi/ /sasi/
5. Nephew /baigna/ /bagna/
6. Niece /ba ni/ /bagni/
7. Father-In-Law 'M /h:)or/ /h:)or/
8. Mother-In-Law /h:)ri/ /h:)ri/
9. Grand-Child Vz* /natin/ /na 'n/
10. Sister-In-Law Wt /zal/ /zal/
Similarities and Dissimilarities:
word Brahmanbaria Sythet
\, Cvq, t, "A' same pronunciation
,M, , VA, wt same pronunciation
'M difference in words
WM7 use of diphthong /ai/
Vocabulary and Accent Factors
When I had met my participants in Shahbajpur, one most interesting thing was about the word
/kaha/ that means paternal uncle. This is called / caca/ in standard Bengali and /sasa/ in Sylhet
district's Gachhbari village. Words regarding relations and relatives have numerous similarities
in these two regions as found throughout the data collection period. Words like `brother', `sister',
and `father-in-law' were produced using same diphthongs such as /ai/, /oi/, and ho/ in both
Brahmanbarian and Sylheti dialects. All these sounds are available in Bengali phonetic chart.
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Table 7: Words Regarding Animals
English Standard Bengali Brahman Baria Sylheti
1. Horse / ura/ /gura/
2. Goat /sagDl/ /b:)khri/, /sa Dl/
3. Cat /bilai/ /bilai/
4. Dog /kuf/ /ku/
5. Jackal f'If /hial/ /hial/
6. Crow V* /kaua/ /k aua/
7. Rat /in / /un /
8. Butterfly /fjzaf)jj/ /s:)kh5r/
9. Tiger /bag/ /bag /
10. Fly /masi/ /masi/
Similarities and Dissimilarities:
word Brahmanbaria Sylhet
TRW, V", f Y+f, same pronunciation
Tt,, same pronunciation
variation of words
difference in sound /k/ and /kh/
difference in initial sound /i/ and /u/
difference in words
Vocabulary and Accent Factors
Sylheti dialect is considered to be influenced by Muslim culture as we see participants of
Gachhbari have described the word `goat' as /b:)khri/ whereas Shahbajpur's participants have
uttered the word /sag:)l/ that is a transformed form of standard Bengali which is /chag:)U. Dialect
of Brahmanbaria has the word /fDzaf)U/ that is also reshaped from standard Bengali word
/prDzapDXj/ which means butterfly. And, here also we see a different word in Sylhet region that is
/s:)kh5r/. The word /idpr/ has gor different intial sound such as /i/ in Brahmanbaria and /u/ in
Sylhet. On the other hand, the sound /gho/ has become /gu/ in dialects of both Sylhet and
Brahmanbaria as uttered in the Bengali form of the word `horse'. In the word `dog', we see the
repetition of the /1V sound in both the dialects.
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Table 8: Words Regarding Foods
English Standard Bengali Brahman Baria Sylheti
1. Rice /sail/ /saul/
2. Cooked Rice WM /ba /ba
3. Hotchpotch q0t /hisuri/ /k isuri/
4. Fry aft /biran/ /biran/
5. Sour t4/ w /sukka/ /tae ga/
6. Guava tt / oyDm/ /f Dfri/
7. Pulse S1 t /dail/ /dail/
8. Buttered Bread '°t1 /f:)r:)da/ /f:)r:)ta/
9. Pumpkin t /mida/ /kumra/ /mica/ /kh)(}i/
10. Dry Sweet /hanf/ /han(*f /
Similarities and Dissimilarities:
word Brahmanbaria Sylhet
same pronunciation
difference in diphthongs /ai/ & /au/
difference in initial sound /h/ & /kh/
difference in words
difference in words
difference in sound /da/ & /ta/
use of different word /kh5cjp/
Vocabulary and Accent Factors
The word `rice' is uttered as /sail/ and /saul/ using different diphthongs for each as /ai/ and /au/.
But in the words `cooked rice' and `fry', we find that the aspirated /bha/ has become /ba/ which is
not aspirated in both the dialects. In the word `hotchpotch' which is called /khcuri/ in standard
Bengali we can see the use of /h/ in Brahmanbarian dialect which it intends to do always. I have
found the word /taerjga/ that is used in rural illiterate areas of Sylhet which means `sour dishes'.
Rural people of Brahmanbaria chose to speak /sukka/ that is reshaped from the standard variety.
Rural areas of Brahmanbaria have another intention to replace the sound /t/ with /d/ which we
see in the word /fDrDda/. In Sylheti dialect, only /p/ is replaced with /f/. Similarly, in the word
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`Pumpkin' we see the replacement of /t/ with /d/ in Brahmanbarian dialect. Here, Sylhet has
provided the word /kh:)(pl as the replacement of /kumra/. The word `guava' also has different
vocabulary such as /goy:)m/ and /j:)fri/.
Table 9: Words Regarding Religion
English Standard Bengali Brahman Baria Syiheti
1. Namaz / t 1 /n)mas/ /nDmaz/
2. Ramadan OW /ruza/ /ruzal
3. Ablution In /uzu/ /:)Zu/
4. Call to Prayer /azan/ /azan/
5. Worship 'fit /fuza/ /fuza/
6. Mosque VAR /m:)ssi /ws4
7. Hell c91Wt / :)k/ /4pz^kh/
8. Social Benefit t6/4t' /zahaV /zDkhal
9. Qalma w.-I^tt /kalema/ /kh)lima/
10. Sacrifice /kurfani/ /k bani/
Similarities and Dissimilarities:
40141
G,qst,qat1
Brahmanbaria Sylhet
same pronunciation
difference in sound /s/ & /z/
difference in the first sound /u/ and /o/
repetition of the sound /s/ no repetition
difference in sound /k/ & /kh/
difference in words and sounds
difference in sounds /ka/ & /kh:)/, /le/ & /li/
difference in sounds /ku/ & /khu/, /fa/ & /ba/
Vocabulary and Accent Factors
Religious words were found with variations too. The word /namaj/ is also uttered as /namaz/.
The last sound of this word has got two more varieties on Brahmanbarian and Sylheti dialects
respectively as /s/ and /z/. The dialect of Brahmanbaria has an intention to use /i/ as a
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replacement of /e/ or /ae/ and /u/ as a replacement of /o/ as it is shown in the table no.9 i.e. the
word /:)fu/ is uttered /uzu/ by the participants of Brahmanbaria whereas /Dzu/ by Sylheti ones.
The word /k:)lema/ was described with little differences such as /kalema/ and /kh:)lima/. Use of
/kh/ sound was frequently found in Sylheti dialect. We can see a similarity here in both the forms
of the word `hell' i.e. the initial /c o/ has become /cp/ in both Shahbajpur and Gachhbari. As
discussed before, the h/ sound becomes /u/ in Brahmanbaria has also been observed in Sylhet by
practicing the word /k:)rbani/. The words become /kurfani/ in Brahmanbaria and /khurbani/ in
Sylhet. Again the morpheme /bani/ has become Mani/ in Shahbajpur but it remained unchanged
in Gachhbari. As found in table no.4 that use of the sound /p/ mostly becomes /f/ in
Brahmanbaria and Sylhet, here also in table no.9 we see the same use in the word /pufa/. the
sound /pu/ become /fu/ in both the dialects.
Table 10: Words Regarding Money, Computation, and Time
English Standard Bengali Brahman Baria Sylheti
1. Taka /taeha/ /taek a/
2. Coin /foi a/ /f:) sa/
3. Note c40 /nut/ / lud/
4. Fifty /f:)ncaf / /foincaj/
5. Half Iq /a /a
6. Quarter Past
Three
_
om ill / Jua/ /t^n4/ /Jua/ /tj.nta/
7. One Thousand ff 10"4 /aeh/ /hazar/ /aek / /azar/
8. One Bottle 01%wr /wk/ /bu l/ /aekh/ /bu l/
9. Hundred
Thousand
Iff V" /wk/ /lak/ /aek / /lak 1
10. Two Glasses zit 91-If I /c ida/ /gaela / /djiita/ / ullaj/
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Similarities and Dissimilarities:
Brahmanbaria Sylhet
same pronunciation
difference in sounds /ha/ & /kha/
difference in diphthongs: /oi/ & /:)y/, sound /j/ & /s/
difference in sounds /nu/ & /lu/, /t/ & /d/
use of diphthong /oi/
difference in sound /da/ & /ta/
difference in sounds /h/ & /kh/, /ha/ & /a/
difference in sounds /h/ & /kh/
difference in sounds /h/ & /kh/, /k/ & /kh/
difference in sounds /da/ & /ta/, /ae/ &/u/, and
also repetition of the sound /1/ in the word /gullaj/ in
Sylheti variety
Vocabulary and Accent Factors
Three significant differences can be found in the word /poyja/. The differences are, the use of /f/
as a replacement of /p/, the diphthongs inserted in the words such as /oi/ in Shahbajpur and /:)y/
in Gachhbari. It was found really interesting when I had discovered that the word /not/ is uttered
as /lud/ in rural areas of Sylhet which is uttered as /nut/ in Brahmanbaria. To utter the word
/p:)ncaf /, participants of Brahmanbaria didn't use any diphthong whereas participants of Sylhet
pronounced the word using diphthong /oi/. The word /hafar/ was pronounced /azar/ in Sylhet and
/hazar/ in Brahmanbaria. The word `glass' is pronounced as /gaelaf/ in Brahmanbaria but /gullaj/
in Sylhet. Dialect of Sylhet didn't always have the intention to utter /t/ as /d/ which is very
frequent on Brahmanbarian dialect. In the table no.10, use of /kh/ in Sylheti dialect was found
very often. On the other hand, the aspirated /dh/ has become !dj in both Sylheti dialect and in
Brahmanbarian one in relation to the word /acha/.
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Result of the survey regarding sentences is discussed from the next page maintaining a table
order followed from table: 11 to table: 20.
4.1.2 Analysis of Sentences
I have constructed Question 2 with 10 tables by maintaining an order from table 11 to table 20. I
have analyzed the collected data regarding question 2 by concerning the variations of syntax
found in the sentences. To some extent, we will also find variations of morphemes. In this part,
we will see the similarities and dissimilarities of the collected forms of sentences of both
Brahmanbarian and Sylheti dialects.
Table 11: Assertive Sentence
English
1. This village arranges fair once a week. Or Fair takes place once a week, in this
village.
2. Last year, two of our cows had died in the flood.
Bangla
1. A s11t --%M I
2. I M 7th Wl' k ' t 4 l t f1Lt f I
Brahmanbaria in IPA
1. /ei/ /gaoD/ /jape/ /ekdin/ /bazar/
2. /gaese/ /bDsDr/ /boinnaV /amrar/ /4 iidda/ /guru/ /moira/ /gesilga/
Sylhet in IPA
1. /i/ /gaoV /haft /aek''din/ /bazar/ /bay/
2. /gDp/ /firs/ /boinna / /amrar/ /cigu/ /gDru/ /mori/ /gesil/
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Syntactical Discussion
In case of assertive sentences, no structural variation is found rather the word orders of both the
varieties are same . I had chosen two varieties in English as seen in the table where participants of
both Shahbajpur and Gachhbari have uttered the second variety. In the second variety, `fair' is
the subject whereas `the village' is the subject of the first variety. The differences that are found
in here are the differences of accent, vocabulary, and morphological variation. Accent variations
such as /ei/ and /i/ /ekdin/ and /ekhdin/ in the sentence no.1, and /guru/ and /gDru/, /moira/ and
/mori/ in sentence no.2 are significantly noticeable. The derivation of the word /gao/ in sentence
no.I has been shown in different ways such as the word is derived with suffix like /:)/ in
Brahmanbarian dialect and /V in Sylheti dialect. The word /f p1he/ is uttered as /japtp/ in
Brahmanbaria and /haft. in Sylhet whereas in the word /haft#4( there is a morpheme /fl(. The
word /b*/ is described as h/ in Brahmanbaria which has come from the word /Dy/ that is
developed from the word /hDy/. In Sylhet's Gachhbari village, this word is uttered as /bay/. The
word /bDch5r/ is uttered differently in these two dialects such as /b:)sDr/ in Brahmanbaria and
/fira/ in Sylhet. Derivations are different in the word /b:)nnay/ such as / nal( in Brahmanbarian
dialect and /nay/ in Sylheti dialect. Formerly, we saw that dialect of Brahmanbaria has intention
to repeat sounds in words. Word like / cj}pita/ is utteres as /cl Jidda/ in Brahmanbaria with another
tendency or habit to make the /t/ sound /d/. Sylhet has an almost different vocabulary in here i.e.
/441gu/. Variations like /moira/ and /mori/ are also noticeable. The word / gesilga/ has suffix like
/ga/ in Brahmanbarian dialect but there is no such suffix in its Sylheti form / gesil/.
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Table 12: Affirmative Sentence
English
1. There is a big mosque beside my house.
2. The pond is very big.
Bangla
1. V914 f '°liC" t 440 W Alftq Iwo I
2. IWM 'ff W I
Brahmanbaria in IPA
1. /amar/ /barir/ /care/ /b:)r:)/ /aekta/ /m:)ssid/ /ase/
2. /fuhuirta/ /maela/ /b:)rD/
Sylhet in IPA
1. /mor/ /barir/ /kanc V /bDrD/ /aekta/ /mDsid/ /ase/
2. /fukuirta/ /bout /b:)rD/
Syntactical Discussion
Like the table no.11, table no.12 also same in structuring sentences i.e. words are delivered in
almost same ways. The word /pafe/ has different word in Brahmanbaria i.e. /cpre/ which was
developed from the word /dhre/, but a totally different one in Sylhet i.e. /kand#V which also
means `beside'. The word /pukurti/ was delivered as /fuhuirta/ in Brahmanbaria and /fukuirta/ in
Sylhet. In the /fuhuirta/, both the dialects have the same suffix i.e. /ta/. Here we again found
Brahmanbaria's tendency to make the /k/ sound /h/. One similarity has been in this word i.e. the
use of diphthongs /ui/ whereas there is no diphthong on the standard Bengali form. The word
hnek/ has been delivered in two ways such as /maela/ in Brahmanbaria and /bout( in Sylhet. The
word /bout/ that means `a lot' has come from the word /b:)h:)J which is an Urdu word. We see,
very fewer differences are found in this table regarding affirmative sentences.
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Table 13: Negative Sentence
English English
1. It didn't rain today. 3. I am not a boatman.
2. This village has no electricity. 4. The black duck is not much bigger.
Bangla Bangla
1. "I% IkIft 3. lqft lift 1
2. A $tCR f Qe c$ 1 4..1c1t -APO c W
Brahmanbaria in IPA Brahmanbaria in IPA
1. /aza/ /maeg/ /oise/ /na/ 3. /ami/ /kunu/ /mazi/ /na/
2. /ei/ / aeramJ/ /karan/ /nai/ 4. /kala/ /af ta/ /bef i/ /bDrD/ /na/
Sylhet in IPA Sylhet in IPA
1. /aizku/ /ma:g/ /cijse/ /na/ 3. /mui/ /naiia/ /nay/
2. /i/ /gaol( /kharan/ /nai/ 4. /khla/ /afta/ /baef/ /bDrD/ /nay/
Syntactical Discussion
Syntactical differences are significantly found in the sentence no.1 where in Sylhet the word
/h:)yni/ is uttered as /cjjse/ /na/ but we know that rain falls itself. In Sylheti variety, /aizku/ /maeg/
/(jjse/ /na/ means `it/someone didn't give rain today'. Sometimes, a region can have more than
one variety to some extent. Previously, we found that participants of Shahbajpur uttered a word
/gao)/ as a replacement of the word /grame/. For the replacement of the same word, a new
variety has been found in this table no.13 i.e. /ga;ram:)/. No participants either from Shahbajpur
or from Gachhbari have uttered the word /bicj&V rather they have uttered the same variety i.e.
`current' in their own ways. Varieties like /karan/ and /kharan/ have come from the word
`current'. Likewise, the words `black', `duck' were also uttered similarly in both the dialects.
These types of similarities are found because of their being neighbours of each other. The word
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/ami/ remained unchanged in Brahmanbarian dialect in the sentence no.3 which is uttered as
/mui/ in Sylheti dialect. Participants of Brahmanbaria uttered the word /mazi/ /na/ bearing the
meaning of the phrase /mafhi/ /nay/ whereas Sylheti participants uttered a different word such as
/naiia/ /nay/. In the word /befi/ in sentence no.4 suffix like /fi/ has been used in Brahmanbarian
dialect.
Table 14: Interrogative Sentence
English English
1. Have you cooked rice? 6. Why are you calling me again and again?
2. Where did father go? 7. When will Shujan's father come home?
3. Did you call your father? 8. How did the cow run away?
4. When will the doctor come to the village? 9. Are you going to sell the house?
5. Who broke the plate?
Bangla Bangla
1. f* it 'i 6. t -4-9 WM OFT?
2. Fiat cpMM *CRIF? 7. IIWM VV -;F" Ift (1?
3. g1cq cGC ? 8. M*Ot V-Rel f *b"?
4. b t u 71L t qPINil? 9. fWa CC1ff t f f4tk ?
5. V3MM Ci CUM-M?
Brahmanbaria in IPA Brahmanbaria in IPA
1. /bat/ /nanda/ /kDrsDni/ ? 6. /bare/ /bare/ /daktasDs/ /kaere/ ?
2. /abba/ /koi/ /gaese/ ? 7. /f uzDner/ /baf/ /kunJ:)m)/ /baifh/ /aib:)/ ?
3. /t?r/ /bafre/ /daks:)sni/ ? 8. /guruda/ /sutl:)/ /kaemne/ ?
4. /daktpr /Jab/ /kundjn/ /gaoD/ /aib:)/ ? 9. /barida/ /tumra/ /beiccalaitasonakita/ ?
5. / halda/ /kaeda/ /b se/ ?
Sylhet in IPA Sylhet in IPA
1. /bat( /ran4jlisDni/ ? 6. /bare/ bare/ /dakh:)/ /khitar/ /lagi/ ?
2. /abba/ /kuai/ /gesuin/ ? 7. /f unner/ /baf/ /khunf :)m:)/ /barit( /aiba/ ?
3. /tDr/ /bafre/ /dakis:)tpi/ ? 8. /kilan/ /g:)ruta/ /sutb/ ?
4. /dakpr/ /Jab/ /gao:)t( /kun4jn/ /aiba/ ? 9. /g:)rta/ /besiaa/ /laitisoni/ /tumra/ ?
5. /b:)rt?nta/ /khaegae/ or /khae/ /batjla / ?
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Syntactical Discussion
One very interesting matter has been found in the sentence no.l in table no.14 i.e. the
replacement of the phrase ....../ki/ /ranna/ /korecho/? The phrase is uttered as /nanda/ /k:)rs)ni/?
in Brahmanbaria, and /rancjjlis)ni/? in Sylhet where Sylheti participants have uttered the phrase
as a word i.e. three words have been formed as one word. Variations in the words like /koi/ or
/kuai/ and /gaese/ or /gesuin/ are also important. In Sylheti dialect, I've found the use of /n/ in
final position of verbs, sometimes. In Bengali language, people use the /n/ sound with verbs
while talking about respectable persons such as /jjni/ /ki/ /Junchen/ /amar/ /ko'a/? In this
sentence, subject is a third person who may be someone respectable. This concept was found
differently in sentence no.4 where the participants of Sylhet told that /dakpr/ /Jab/ /gao:)j
/kuncjjn/ /aiba/ and participants of Brahmanbaria told that /dakpr /Jab/ /kuncljn/ /gaol/ /aib:)/.
Words like /aiba/ or /aib:)/ are used mostly in informal communication in Bengali. In Sylhet,
previously, we saw the use of the word /gesuin/ where the speaker expresses his/her respect for
the person he/she is talking about. The reason for using the sound /n/ perhaps it is a work that has
already been done, for example, /fin/ /aekkhan/ /fua/ hisuin/ which means /Wr/ /wkta/ /chele/
/hoyeche/ in standard Bengali, and `she has given birth to a boy'. Here `boy' is not a respectable
person but in Sylheti dialect we see that `boy' has been given importance may be because the
work has already been done. In the sentence /dakpr /Jab/ /kuncjjn/ /gaol/ /aib:)/?, the word /aiba/
is indicating a future work. In sentence no.5, the word `the plate' is uttered as /halda/ which had
come from standard Bengali variety /ealati/. The morpheme /ti/ has become /da/. Sylhet has a
different variety i.e. /bDrQnta/. The word `why' in sentence no.6 were delivered in two different
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ways such as /kaere/ in Brahmanbaria and /khit#r/ /lagi/, whereas, /kaere/ means `why' and /khir/
/lagi/ means `for what'. In the sentence no.7, the word /kunf m)/ means which time. In sentence
no.8, there is now syntactical variation in Brahmanbarian dialect but in Sylheti one as the Sylheti
participants have uttered /kilan/ /g:)ruta/ /suth/. The adverb /kilan/ which means `how' has
become initially. In Bengali language it is not mandatory always to use the adverbs initially in
interrogative sentences. It is mandatory in English language `How did the cow run away'. In the
last sentence i.e. sentence no.9 /beiccalaitasonakita/ which is /bikri/ /kore/ /4 ccho/ /naki/. If we
break the word /beiccalaitasonakita/ it becomes /beicca/ /laitaso/ /nakita/. Word orders are almost
same in this section except in the sentence no.8 and 9. In the sentence no.8, participants of
Gachhbari have uttered the adverb initially though it is uttered in the final position by the
participants of Shahbajpur. The place of the subject in both the dialects is remarkable in the
sentence no.9.
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Table 15: Imperative Sentence
English English
1. Don't go outside the house in the evening. 4. This year, you should add fertilizer on the
2. Would you mind giving me some more
pulse?
boro field.
5. Dad, lets go and see Hashem uncle's son.
3. The sun is about to set, light the lantern.
Bangla Bangla
1. itti'lt VqM Vlve C" at 1 4. air t c*s 7sfM C'i'31t lei
2. 00ros IWM 414 WM *C4 f*? 5. VT brit VCJM blb'I ckc tCc a" qft
3. I U1 'Uq , tit VfkM Coi l
Brahmanbaria in IPA Brahmanbaria in IPA
1. /on/ /hainfabala/ /baij/ /bair/ /ois/ /na/ 4. /pr/ /burn/ /haefaa( /ibarha/ /far/ /coon/
2. /attu/ Mail/ l4 ba/ /ni/ ? /lagbD/
3. /hainfa/ hit#se/, /arikkolda / /zala/ 5. /abba/ /loune/ /haf em/ /sasar/ /fuladare/
/deikkai/
Sylhet in IPA Sylhet in IPA
1. /bar/ /hainfabala/ /g:)rDr/ /bars/ /zai:)/ /na/ 4. /ibar/ /pr/ /burn/ /khae/ /far/ /ca/
2. /arekh/ /fuda/ /dail/ /4 bai/ /ni/ ? /c4rkhar/
3. /hainfa/ /Di/ /gese/, /laeftbnta/ /zalai/ /cog/ 5. /abba/ /lou/ /haf em/ /sasar/ /fuare/
/cikkai/
Syntactical Discussion
Part of dissimilarities is larger than part of similarity. Structures of the sentences are produced
nearly the same ways in both the places i.e. in Shahbajpur and Gachhbari. We see the positions
of subjects and verbs are shown similarly in both the dialects. The phrase `in the evening' was
uttered as /tin/ /hainfabala/ in Shahbajpur and /bar/ /hainfabala/ in Gachhbari. Evening is
considered to be one most important time in a day. If we analyze the phrases more we may come
to know about some superstition in rural areas. People of such areas have a belief that there
might be ghost outside, in the evening i.e. before and after the call (/azan/) of the forth prayer i.e.
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the Magreeb. Words like IIjn/ or /bar/ may get used to indicate the shadowlike presence of ghost
beside home. In the sentence no.2, the phrase `some more pulse' is delivered as /attu/ /dail/ in
Brahmanbaria and /arekh/ /fuda/ /dail/ in Sylhet. /arekh/ /fuda/ /dail/ means `one drop of pulse'.
Thus these two dialects have been found with differences and varieties. But, though they talked
like they were asking, the expression was like they were requsting. Phrase like `/hainfa/ /DiWse/'
means `it is getting evening' where the tense is present continuous, and phrase like '/hainja/ /Di/
/gese/' means `it has become evening' where the tense present perfect. In the same sentence, the
word `lantern' is uttered as /arikk:)lda/ in Brahmanbarian dialect and /heft:)nta/ in Sylheti dialect.
The morpheme or suffix /tai( was found in the word /hae faV on Brahmanbarian dialect. Sylhet
has a word /khwp/. /burn/ /khaep/ means `in the boro field'. The word `son' has so many
varieties in Bengali language. In Brahmanbaria the word is /fula/ whereas /fua/ in Sylhet. The
variety /fula/ may be developed from the word /pola/ which is another variety in Bengali
language for the word `son'. Except the sentence no.4, word orders in imperative sentences are
almost same in both Brahmanbarian dialect and in Sylheti dialect.
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Table 16: Optative Sentence
English
1. I hope my brother comes today.
2. I wish you prosper in life.
Bangla
1 . CiRVOMAS Rot'* 1 I
2.'cRmt -OR 061-All wt C I
Brahmanbaria in IPA
1. /bai/ /zumun/ /aska/ /aia/ /fire/
2. /c a/ /k:)ri/ /Wami/ /bDrD/ /ou/
Sylhet in IPA
1. /baisab/ /zen/ /aisku/ /aiuin/
2. /c a/ /k :)ri/ /pimi/ /bDoV /agoaybay/
Syntactical Discussion
Words like /aia/ /fire/ and /aiuin/ mean `comes' in English and `/eje/ /pore/' in Bengali . A self-
contradiction has been found in Sylheti dialect i.e. the use of `respect mark' /n/ in the fmal
position of the verb in a sentence. Here, we see that /aiuin/ indicates something that is going to
be happened, not already happened what we saw previously that the respect mark /n/ was used in
verbs that are already done. We also see the variety of words like /bDrD/ /ou/ in Brahmanbarian
dialect and /agoaybay/ in Sylheti dialect which mean `to prosper'. Word orders are
approximately same in both the varieties. On the other hand, both the varieties are nearly similar
in case of syntactical matters like structure or word order.
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Table 17: Exclamatory Sentence
English English
1. Look, there is a snake!
2. How big the land is!
3. Ah! The stinging fish pierced its thorn into
the finger!
4. Alas! Both the brothers had died by the
thunderbolt together!
5. Wow uncle Manik! How beautiful your
potato field is looking!
Bangla
1. UM, 44t At91!
2. tMOM AM "!
3. VV! ft: V O qMM t fM!
4. '! 's T i ilc4 Cam!
5. T91W;W ti15t! GOV91-9 mfl-I Cho l -A TR
"efl !
Brahmanbaria in IPA
1. /cehD/ /deh:)/ /aekta/ /haf/!
2. /ei/ /hwUa/ /kop/ /bDr)/!
3. /umaiggo/! /hire/ masta/ /Mguldat( hkkore/
/kada/ /buai/ /cUse/!
4. /ahaire/! /haera/ /cjidda/ /bai/ /aekbge/ /eada/
/f:)ira/ /m:)ira/ /gaesaega/!
5. /if/! /manikkaha/ /tpmar/ /aluhwUa/ /bakka/
/Jundx/ /lagt#se/!
Sylhet in IPA
1. /oi/ /c ekh5/ /eg)/ /haf/!
2. /z:)min/ /ikhan/ /ze/ b:)r:)/!
3. /if/! /hire/ /masta/ aiggul:)/ /g:)sa/ /buai/ /dil:)/!
4. /i f f ire/! /tara/ /cgu/ /bai/ /dah:)/ /aehlDge/
/mDri/ /gel:)/!
5. /D/ /maniksa/ /afnar/ /alukhWUa/ /khila/
/ undar/ /lage/ /daekhtc/!
6. Oh God! The new sari has torn!
7. Wow! What a cool breeze!
8. What a beautiful moonlight! Wonderful!
9. No! What nonsense has the daughter of
Khandakar family done!
10. Ew! Who wants to talk to you!
Bangla
C t r!6. 'lam! 7 V%t *4
7. fit! -4131k1 1 -
8. 1 Ii! b$M!
9. rclf* v&Z v w! f.
ft:!10. " sI1t C;W alt 9 v M!
Brahmanbaria in IPA
6. /ayalla/ /noa/ /kaf:)tta/ /sira/ /gaesaega/!
7. /if/! /ba1tJta/ /ze/ /aramer/!
8. /if/! /ze/ /func?r/ /sanni/!
9. /h:)nkar/ /barir/ /furida/ /kamda/ /kite/
/k:)rse/ ! /si/!
10. /tDr/ bge/ /kaeda / /koti/ /kDip/ /sa/! /si/!
Sylhet in IPA
6. /alla/ /noa/ /harida/ /siri/ /gwlD/!
7. /if/ /batijta/ /ze/ /aramDr/!
8. /ze/ /jund:)r/ /sander/ /rait(!
9. /si/! /si/! /kh'inkar/ /barer/ /furita/ /khrW/
/khamtama/ /kh:)rb/!
10. /sih/! /tar/ /bge/ /khae/ /mat Le/ /say/!
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Syntactical Discussion
Repetition of the word `see' has been found in Brahmanbarian dialect such as `/cAeh:)/ /c ehD/
/aekta/ /haf/' which is uttered in Sylhet as `toi/ hhekh:)/ /egD/ /haft'. `A' is uttered as /egu/ in
Sylhet. The word /lot)/ in sentence no.2 is replaced with the word /ze/ in Sylheti dialect whereas
it remained unchanged in Brahmanbarian dialect. There can have word variation of the same
expression while producing exclamatory sentence. As found in sentence no.3 i.e. "/uf/! /f iiq/
/machta/ /arjgule/ /kata/ /bofie/ /dilo/!" expression like tuft has been replaced with the word
/umaiggo/ in Brahmanbaria. The broken form of the word /umaiggo/ is /o/ /ma/ /go/ in Bengali
which means "oh! Mom!" in English. The word /if/ (that is used on Sylheti dialect) is a kind of
expression which is similar to the word /uf/. Here, participants of Gachhbari uttered the word
`thorn' with a different word than the standard Bengali from /katal. Sylheti form of the /kata/ is
tg)sa/ whereas the Brahmanbarian form is /kada/. In this sentence, Brahmanbarian dialect has
brought an extra word which was not in the standard form. The word /:)kkore/ is a word that
came from the word /a;kebare/. Use of the word hkkore/ is habitual in most of the areas of
Brahmanbaria. The thunderbolt was described differently in these two dialects in the sentence
no.4 i.e. / 'ada/ /f:)ira/ in Brahmanbarian dialect and /dah:)/ in Sylheti dialect. Word like / 'ada/
/f:)ira/ was local form the words //thata/ /p:)ra/, and the word /dah:)/ came from the word /dak/.
Suffix like /ga/ was frequently used in Brahmanbarian dialect. Here also we see the use of /ga/ in
the word /gaesaega/. /dui/ is a Bengali word that means /two/. Two indicate some things
specifically; people use a suffix /ta/ with the word /dui/. In the sentence no.4 Brahmanbarian
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form of the word /dui/ has suffix like /da/, and /gu/ was found in its Sylheti form. People in
Bangladesh use interjections like /if/, /uf/, /ah/ not with a single expression rather with different
expressions of different purposes such as /uf/ for pain and /ah/ or /if/ for expressing sadness.
Again /if/ or /uf/ is used for expressing happiness, and /ah/ for expressing satisfaction. It depends
on individuals' way of talking or geographical impacts. Participants of Sylhet uttered the
interjection /if/ with two different purposes such once to show disgust or painful feeling in
sentence no.3 and once to show peaceful feeling in sentence no.7. The Sylheti participants hadn't
used /if/ in sentence no.8. They have expressed the same feeling with no interjection. I have
found a difference of the use of suffix in sentence no.8 in the word /aramer/. While participants
of Brahmanbaria have uttered the same variety i.e. /aramer/ by adding the suffix /er/ with the
base form /aram/, Sylheti participants, on the other hand, have uttered different suffix such as /or/
with the base form /aram/. Both Sylheti and Brahmanbarian participants have omitted the word
/cDm:)O,-ar/ from sentence no.8. One young Sylheti participant told me that people, who mix up
with literate people, may use the word /cDmDt,jcar/ as /sDm)t ar/. The sentence no.9 was
produced with syntactical difference in Sylheti dialect. Participants of Sylhet have used the
interjection /chi/ /chi/ (as /si/ si/) at the beginning of the sentence. They did the same thing in
sentence no.10 too i.e. they have used the interjection /si/ /si/ at the beginning of the sentence
though it was uttered at the end, in the standard variety. In Sylheti variety in the same sentence,
the word /maUe/ was provided with by adding suffix like /-g/ with the base form / mat(. /mai(
means `speech' which is called /kotha/ in standard variety of Bangla. On the other hand, the
sentences no.6 and 7 were produced the same way if we see their structure or the word order. in
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the sentence no.8, the interjection is missing in its Sylheti form which was uttered by the
participants of Gachhbari but the other factors like syntax were almost same in both the variety.
These happened with the sentence no.9 and 10 i.e. although the interjections are present at the
beginning (as mentioned before) in the dialect collected from Gachhbari, syntactical matters are
nearly same in both dialects collected from Gachhbari and Shahbajpur either.
Table 18: Simple Sentence
English
1. I have bought my mother a mobile phone.
2. Today we only have rice and pulse to eat.
Bangla
1 . =li t of O f C$ l ; q f *C I
2. VefC, q1i1r.FFa %191 IkV " NM t I
Brahmanbaria in IPA
1. /mane/ /a;kta/ /mubaiU /kinna/ /cjjsi/
2. /aza/ /huc/ /dail/ /aja/ /bad( /haon/ /lagb:)/
Sylhet in IPA
1. /ammarae/ /aekhta/ /mubail/ /l:)ia/ /4jsi/
2. /aza/ /khali/ /dail/ /4ja/ /bad( /khaon/ /lagb:)/
Syntactical Discussion
In the section `simple sentence' i.e. in table no.18 I have found that no sentence was produced
with subject. Words like /mane/ in Brahmanbaria and /ammarae/ in Sylhet somehow describe
religious influence in geography. As discussed before, Sylheti dialect was more or less
influenced by Muslim culture {See the Chapter 2 and point number 2.4 for more information,
and also see the book of Nur-E-Islam Selu Basit (2008, p.30) for further information}. People
use the word /amma/ which means `mother' in Sylhet especially in rural areas . /aroma/ is a word
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mostly used by Muslim community whereas / ma/ is a Bengali word which is considered as a
word of Hindu community. Both the words like /mar/ and /ammarx/ has the same suffix like
/rae/. In sentence no.2, participants of Brahmanbaria have uttered the word /fud u/ as /huda which
might have come from the word /f uc hul. Though this section has some dissimilarity, it has some
similarities also such as the syntax or the word orders of both the sentences were delivered the
same way in both the dialects.
Table 19: Compound Sentence
English
1. Thieves must have come last night; the boundaries are broken.
2. We have to start our journey in the afternoon or we couldn't reach on time.
Bangla
1. -IM Vr fi TM ; C Patff ^1!t I
2. ,311ilr ,q 1,6241-11 1kVW--MV VIM ^ c' 1 t 'flit I
Brahmanbaria in IPA
1. /b cradi/ /barjga/; /kalha/ /lame/ /m:)n:)/ /sur/ /aisil/
2. / fDr:)kk / /ruana/ /cj t/ /:)ib:)/ /mile/ / DmDmDp/ /fos /fart./ /na/
Sylhet in IPA
1. /khail/ /raid( /eiku/ /sur/ /aisil/; /ber/ /ur/ / bmga/
2. /amrare/ /cIpifxe/ /bar:)ni/ /lagb:) / /ar/ /na/ /oile/ /f DmDyfl/ /fosim/ /farm/
/nay/
Syntactical Discussion
The Bengali word /nifcoi/ is uttered in two different ways as /mDn:)/ in Shahbajpur village and
/eiku/ in Gachhbari village. The word /m:)n:)/ came from the phrase /mone/ /hoy/ and the word
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/ hiku/ changed form of the word /eik/-/i/. In sentence no.2, words like /cif:)r:)k / and /cipif:)re/
were used to mean `in the afternoon'. The word /4 iifDre/ came from the word /dppure/. On the
other hand, the word /d ifDrDkp/ has come from phrase /dupur/ /wakt/ which means `in the
afternoon'. The word /wakt/ means `time'. In the same sentence i.e. the sentence no.2, the
coordinator `or' is uttered with a single morpheme like `/naile/' in Brahmanbaria whereas it is
uttered with tree different morphemes like `Iar/ /na/ /oile/'. Though the Brahmanbarian form is
missing `subject' in sentence no.2, it is clearly a sentence written in first person. If we see the
words /fosWm/ and /farm/, the morphemes /tam/ in both the words have brought with
grammatical change which express first person utterance. Thus, we do not find the sentences
same in both the Brahmanbarian variety and in Sylheti variety, rather the clauses are situated
differently.
Table 20: Complex Sentence
English
1. We have to go if the member calls.
2. I am saying that my uncle was a teacher before becoming a chairman.
Bangla
1. Zwm VW *' R, CqM W I
2. a& 7;rA C4, zci ul i AV*ailt't itad f -tit dI f14F* 1WENR I
Brahmanbaria in IPA
1. /maembare/ /zu(i/ /dahe/ /zaic/ /oib:)/ /amrar/
2. /ami/ /koitasi/ /siarmaen/ boner/ /age/ /kaha/ /majt:)r/ /asil/
Sylhet in IPA
1. /maembare/ /dakhle/ /amrar/ /zaite/ /oibD/
2. /ami/ /khoitasi/ /ze/ /siarmaen/ hibar/ /age/ /amar/ /sasa/ /majt:)r/ /asla/
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Syntactical Discussion
By uttering the word If aheb/ after the word /member/, the person /member/ is honoured in
standard Bengali language. As my research was done in rural areas with illiterate people, I have
found that no one uttered the word /jaheb/ in the sentence no.1. Illiterate people hardly show all
the courtesies. The words /asil/ and /asla/ in sentence no.2 were found with different suffix like
/il/ in Brahmanbarian dialect and /la/ in Sylheti dialect. Relative pronoun such as `that' is missing
in the sentence no.2 in its Brahmanbarian form. The sentence no.I is produced the same way like
many other sentences in this research.
4.2 Findings
The above mentioned data were discussed in relation to their Vocabulary, Accent,
Morphological, and Syntactical similarities and dissimilarities. After analyzing all the words and
sentences of Brahmanbarian dialect and Sylheti dialect, I have found that the use of different
words by indicating same meaning is one of the important matters that differentiate these two
dialects. Dissimilarity of accent had played a vital role while producing the words and sentences
by participants. The dialects are similar in some points such as the change of the sound /c/ into
/s/, /f/ into /z/, sometimes. Participants of Brahmanbaria had come with a tendency to change the
/t/ sound into the /d/ one again and again. Changing /p/ into /f/ was found on both the dialect
though not always in Sylheti one. Participants of Brahmanbaria have almost changed all the /p/
sounds into the /f/ one which was sometimes found on Sylheti dialect. Both the dialects are
approximately similar in ordering words while producing a sentence. Some morphological
difference such as use of prefix, infix, and suffix were also found.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
In this final chapter, I will give the main conclusion of this thesis paper and focus on some topics
for future research
The main goal of this dissertation was to investigate the connection and variation between two
dialects of Bangladesh observing their accent, vocabulary, morphology, and syntax, and to some
extent, the geographical and religious influences. Therefore, I had chosen the dialects of
Brahmanbaria and Sylhet. As we have discussed before that two dialects can never be same.
Vocabulary, accent, morphology, and syntax have unquestionably big role or responsibility in
distinguishing these two dialects. As the survey was done in some rural areas of Brahmanbaria
and Sylhet, people or participants chosen for collecting data were uneducated. Therefore, the
dialectical varieties they use to communicate are non-standard. (See the Chapter 2 and point
number 2.1.2.1 for more information.) Book of Chamber and Trudgill were found helpful in
here. Participants of this research belong to lower status in village society. The purpose behind
choosing such region and people was to discover the genuine variety of the dialects and study
them. It is observed while visiting the places that people who have connection with town areas,
who have some education, or people who communicate with educated people have lost the
actuality of their own language. But people of the very lower part of village society are still
holding their actual mother tongue i.e. the variety they had acquired as their first language.
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It was unquestionably a great experience in my life to have such an experimental research. I have
gone through the methods of quantitative research for this study. I have tried my best to reach my
destination with all opportunities I have been provided with and limitations I have faced. There
were some limitations which I could not avoid, yet the research have taught me a lot of new
things i.e. how to conduct a grand research; how one can broaden his/her knowledge about
dialects; how stuffs like vocabulary, accent, morphology, and, syntax are involved in producing a
particular language or dialect; and how geography, education, or religion have effects in a
dialect. This study also has made me to deal with phonetics and linguistics, and some of their
basic features which have gigantic influence in a dialect.
I hope the experience I have gathered out of this research will help me to go forward for some
other new research in future. I have selected some new research areas involving the dialects of
Brahmanbaria and Sylhet and have become tremendously spellbound to study those subject
matters.
5.1 Avenues for Future Research
While dealing with dialects, I have found many innovative ideas and, I, profoundly have become
interested to do some more researches in future. Sylhet has a vast geographical area with various
cultural and religious aspects. As we already have come to know in chapter 4 that culture,
religion, and geography have impacts on language of a place overpoweringly, we can recognize
some more foundations to study the dialects with new thoughts and inspirations.
5.1.1 Cross-regional Variation
One of the biggest parts in Sylhet is Habiganj which lies beside Brahmanbaria and it clearly can
be seen in the map of Bangladesh. One part of Brahmanbaria with 10-12 villages is closely
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merged with Habiganj. People of those villages visit Habiganj for various essential purposes like
education, work, and treatment and so on. Thus the relation between people of both the areas
increases day by day. This has been happening for many years.
As Habiganj is a district of Sylhet, people of those 10/12 villages of Brahmanbaria are having
regular communication with Sylhet. These villages have been adopting Sylheti culture for many
years. I have selected the villages temporarily, and these are Chapartala- /cap:)rt:)la/, Khandura-
/khandura/, Atikhura- /atjkhura/, Fandauk- /fanciuk/, Srighar- /srighar/, Ganganagar-
/gajqganagar/, Bulauk- /bulauk/, Guniauk- /guniauk/, Dharmandal- /cj„h:)rmDndDl/, Urian- /urian/,
Rampur- /rampur/, Lokkhipur- /l:)kkhipur/. Impact of Sylheti dialect with its Habiganj variety has
intensely been recognized in these of Brahmanbarian villages of Nasirnagar upazilla. People of
these villages mostly talk in Habiganj dialect. And, sometimes a sort of new variety is
recognized in there. This can be called a `cross-regional variety' basing on the sociolinguistic
term `cross-continental variation where two completely distinguished areas adopt culture and
language of each other by having regular communication. (See "An Introduction To
Sociolinguistics" by Janet Holmes, 2001, p:129 for further study about the term `cross-
continental variation: dialect chains').
There are differences in the accents of pure Sylheti dialect and the dialect of Habiganj. In this
research I tried to show the comparison between the dialects of Brahmanbaria and Sylhet which I
have found interesting to deal with. It can also be a remarkable research if we analyze the
impacts of Sylheti dialect in the dialect of Brahmanbaria by specifying the places such as
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Habiganj district and the selected villages of Nasimagar upazilla. I have unofficially talked to
some people who belong to Habiganj and live over there as well. Here is a sentence on table
no.14 i.e. `where did father go?' When I asked for the same sentence to utter on Habiganj dialect,
they uttered like /abba/ /gaese/ /hoi/. Here the /h/ sound was not much stressed like it is used in
Brahmanbaria. The same sentence was uttered as /abba/ /khoi/ /gesuin/ in Sylhet town by some of
my relatives. Like was the sentence `Why are you calling me again and again'. And `Who broke
the plate?' were uttered respectively as `/bajunta/ /baijse/ /keta/' and `/bare/ /bare/ /dak:)s/ /kaere/'
wereas `/b:)rpnta/ /khae/ /barjlay/' and `/bare/ bare/ /dakhD/ /khWr/ /lagi/' in Sylhet town.
5.1.2 Varieties of Syiheti Dialect
Sylhet is a large division in Bangladesh as it has four large districts called Sunamganj, Habiganj,
Moulvibazar, and Sylhet. Therefore, it was declared as a division at a stage in 1995 which is
already discussed in chapter 2. There is also variety of dialects in Sylhet division. Dialects of all
these four districts are not totally same and not totally different. The districts, somehow, have
adopted some of their neighbouring languages. These might have happened because of some
basic influences took places such as by having communication with neighbouring areas for
different purposes like labour, education, marriage, treatment and so on. As I got to meet various
people in Sylhet besides my participants, I have come to know the matter of dialect variations in
there.
In Brahmanbaria, sometimes two distinct varieties such H (high i.e. standard) variety and L (low
i.e. non-standard) variety are used in different purpose. This situation is very frequent in
Brahmanbaria as I have found it while communicating with my participants. People who
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generally use the non-standard variety try to use a bit standard Bengali with educated people.
The sentence `how are you' is uttered as /bala/ /asuin/ /ni/ in Brahmanbarian variety. If a person
speaks the same sentence (at the same time) with someone belongs to a different relationship or
which demands not to use the low variety, the person may utteres /bah/ /asen/ /ni/. The standard
variety of this sentence is /bhalo/ /achen/ with interrogative sign.
On the other hand, literate Sylheti people sometimes use more than two varieties. This type of
situation is frequently pictured in Sylheti communities. In such a case, we can select some
educated and standard areas of Sylhet district which holds the main town of Sylhet division.
People of Sylhet have immense relation with United Kingdom from hundreds of years ago till
now. After going UK people who belong to educated family and get involved in education over
there simply adopt English as their second language. And, consequently, they adopt a new and
different variety which is neither fully English nor fully Sylheti. Here in the country they already
have two varieties such as `H' and V. Subsequently, this can be one most interesting research in
my generation.
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Appendix I
Question 1
Table 1: Words Regarding Physical Parts of Human Body
English Standard
Ben ali
Brahmanbaria Sylheti
1. Hair r
2. Forehead Aw"
3. Back
4. Chest W
5. Tongue
6. Head
7. Eye C5N
8. Chin
9. Wrist
10. Lip
Table 2: Words Regarding Outfits and Accessories
English Standard
Bengali
Brahmanbaria Sylheti
1. Suit vM
2. Trousers '1
3. Brush 4M
4. Earrings Ir
5. Blouse
6. Shoe
7. Button C^1^1't
8. Sock CRM
9. Ornaments
10. Doormat '11 '^
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Table 3: Words Regarding Furniture and Utensils
English Standard
Bengali
Brahmanbaria Svlheti
1. Spoon
2. Knife
3. Cot
4. Bottle C11
5. Hammer
6. Chair CM
7. Bed
8. Jug ^Nt
9.latter
10. Net Mthf
Table 4: Words Regarding Occupations
English Standard
Bengali
Brahmanbaria Sylheti
1. Farmer
2. Boatman
3. Clerk
4. Landlord
5. Lawyer
6. Police
7. Fisherman C^tLR
8. Teacher
9. Student
10. Fair
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Table 5: Words Regarding Weather and Geographical Condition
English Standard
Bengali
Brahmanbaria Sylheti
1. Summer
2. West
3. Full Moon q&V
4. Rainfall
5. Storm
6. Dark Moon 31
7. East
8. Wind +1^
9. Flood ^ITt
10. Moon
Table 6: Words Regarding Relatives
English Standard
Bengali
Brahmanbaria Sylheti
1. Brother Wk
2. Sister C1
3. Paternal Uncle b15t
4. Paternal Aunt
5. Nephew
6. Niece
7. Father-In-Law
8. Mother-In-
Law
9. Grand-Child
10. Sister-In-Law eft
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Table 7: Words Regarding Animals
Endish Standard
Bengali
Brahmanbaria Sylheti
1. Horse
2. Goat
3. Cat
4. Dog f
5. Jackal
6. Crow
7. Rat
8. Butterfly
9. Tiger
10. Fly
Table 8: Words Regarding Foods
English Standard
Bengali
Brahmanbaria Sylheti
1. Rice
2. Cooked Rice MM
3. Hotchpotch
4. Fry
5. Sour
6. Guava t
7. Pulse
8. Buttered Bread
9. Pumpkin
10. Dry Sweet "
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Table 9: Words Regarding Religion
English Standard
Ben ali
Brahmanbaria Sylheti
1. Namaz AM*""
2. Ramadan Cwtett
3. Ablution 'qq
4. Call to Prayer atlefi-
5. Worship sett
6. Mosque
7. Hell CM"
8. Social Benefit atl Mt*M
9. Qalma ^I=it
10. Sacrifice
Table 10: Words Regarding Money, Computation , and Time
English Standard
Bengali
Brahmanbaria Sylheti
1. Taka fiM
2. Coin MI"
3. Note
4. Fifty ^hMtK
5. Half l1t
6. Quarter Past
Three
ow"
7. One Thousand dM"
8. One Bottle Iff Ca"
9. Hundred
Thousand
Iff '1M
10. Two Glasses 1 t t11'i'
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Appendix II
Question 2
Table 11
Assertive Sentence
English
1. This village arranges fair once a week.
2. Last year, two of our cows had died in the flood.
Bangla
1. a Ow jI'e K q 10 t r I
2.'M w J atkI ,i t' !1 1 fir I
Brahmanbaria in IPA
Sylhet in IPA
Table 12
Affirmative Sentence
English
1. There is a big mosque beside my house.
2. The pond is very big.
Bangle
1. ^ikL 'DtIL '^ t^f atICF 1
2. RI$ wc-w WI
Brahmanbaria in IPA
Sylhet in IPA
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Table 13
Negative Sentence
English
1. It didn't rain today.
2. This village has no electricity.
3. I am not a boatman.
4. The black duck is not much bigger.
Bangla
1."P
2.a 00 f geC4i
3. t'Rtti*i
4. 1 O t ^qw
Brahmanbaria in IPA
Sylhet in IPA
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Table 14
Interrogative Sentence
English English
1. Have you cooked rice? 6. Why are you calling me again and
2. Where did father go? again?
3. Did you call your father? 7. When will Shujan's father come
4. When will the doctor come to the village? home?
5. Who broke the plate? 8. How did the cow run away?
9. Are you going to sell the house?
Bangla Bangle
1. VT f* VW t 6. Off?
2.-4M cIPM i 7. 1wrTf t '*it-q?
3. C ' 5 1 imc-P c c 1 1? 8. M 30M J^M W*"?
4. Vol-9 7Z" MM mil? 9. `'1 Co11is1t f F -10 f -Rft?
5. Vi'(ity C;w COMM?
Brahmanbaria in IPA Brahmanbaria in IPA
Sylhet in IPA Sylhet in IPA
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Table 15
Imperative Sentence
English English
1. Don't go outside the house in the evening. 4. This year, you should add fertilizer on
2. Would you mind giving me some more the boro field.
pulse? 5. Dad, let's go and see Hashem uncle's
3. The sun is about to set, light the lantern. son.
Bangla Bangla
1 . i i i t z i' t t t VWG C i' e V 1 4. IV* C qi C*t z1M CCY't del
2. qkk 44 TMMMltdf*r 5. VV Eft Jm bl5M C IVP C9tt % ft
3. zrJt Zit VM, i I VRfut Ctrl
Brahmanbaria in IPA Brahmanbaria in IPA
Syihet in IPA Sylhet in IPA
Table 16
Optative Sentence
English
1. I hope my brother comes today.
2. I wish you prosper in life.
Bangle
1.1;tt Cq a11wG.T bit tt I
2. ZRM * Gehltii 'MR;* 110 CA" I
Brahmanbaria in IPA
Syihet in IPA
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Table 17
Exclamatory Sentence
English
1. Look, there is a snake!
2. How big the land is!
3. Ah! The stingin fish pierced its thorn
into the finger!
4. Alas! Both the brothers had died by the
thunderbolt together!
5. Wow uncle Manik! How beautiful your
potato field is looking!
Bangla
1. vt, a 't Am t
2. ,Ovtf tWW!
3. ! ft ?t t 1 1 t r fkr!
4. ! ASV i k'4 W9tit'3 X91 1
M71!
5. 4M Wtfk-;!F b1Th Col f c, I
J^ffl !
Brahmanbaria in IPA
English
6. Oh God! The new sari has torn!
7. Wow! What a cool breeze!
8. What a beautiful moonlight! Wonderful!
9. No! What nonsense has the daughter of
Khandakar house done!
10. Ew! Who wants to talk to you!
Bangla
6. ! T^F -nt1 ,DI fir C t^!
7. "t! 1101301 t 11Ci !
8.tSfr! st1!
9. V ! m VR'3 cEt f* ve^z -qt WE! fps
fkts !
10. C 3itM Cf -It W btif ! fk: !
Brahmanbaria in IPA
Sylhet in IPA I Sylhet in IPA
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Table 18
Simple Sentence
English
1. I have bought my mother a mobile phone.
2. Today we only have rice and pulse to eat.
Bangle
1. -* -M t f#M f I
2.wiM "TM1 VW MT IkM i
Brahmanbaria in IPA
Sylhet in IPA
Table 19
Compound Sentence
English
1. Thieves must have come last night; the boundaries are broken.
2. We have to start our journey in the afternoon or we couldn't reach on time.
Bangle
1. -4M VM f-M TM 40*; Cd¢1l1L^It ^twt I
2. ' Pik't -1t f t atl t +^ cfiEt^ 141h 1
Brahmanbaria in IPA
Sylhet in IPA
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Table 20
Complex Sentence
English
1. We have to go if the member calls.
2. I am saying that my uncle was a teacher before becoming a chairman.
Bangla
1.Vd10 vw"RIIII(NOUP CqM 194 I
2. i TIR CLf, aiM t Wf'I+F4 *Mfi I
Brahmanbaria in IPA
Sylhet in IPA
